
1Prices Subject 
to Change Custom Statues

Our Large Statues, 24” and higher, are made from a quality fiberglass/resin compound. They 
are lightweight, very durable, and capture all of the nuance of the plaster statues of yesteryear, 
but without the breakage issues and extreme weight. Our statues are hand-painted in oils with 

bronze leaf decorative accents. We can even add glass eyes for striking realism. 

For three generations at Santa Teresita, our skilled artisans consistently create beautiful devotional statuary for churches, chapels, schools, 
hospitals, and private homes. From start to finish, each piece is produced in our studio in Peru, with careful attention to every detail. All of our 
statuary can be customized with colors and finishes to provide complete customer satisfaction. We can even provide a degree of alteration to 
our stock models. One of the hallmarks of Santa Teresita is our ability to provide custom statuary of almost any size. If a customer desires a 

particular statue with specific dimensions, from a simple photograph, Santa Teresita can create a one-of-a-kind masterpiece.

Santa Teresita
Creating Beautiful Quality Statuary with Fidelity and Integrity

36" St. Patrick
SP36 

$000.00

52" St. Patrick
SP52 

$000.00

36" St. Joseph 
with Baby Jesus

SJBJ36 
$000.00

36" St. Joseph 
with Standing Child

SJIJ36 
$000.00

36" St. Joseph 
the Worker

SJW36 
$000.00

42" St. Joseph 
with Child

SJBJ42 
$000.00

50" St. Joseph
SJBJ50 

$000.00

50" St. Joseph 
with Standing Child

SJIF50 
$000.00



Prices Subject 
to Change 2Custom Statues

Our Large Statues, 24” and higher, are made from a quality fiberglass/resin compound. They 
are lightweight, very durable, and capture all of the nuance of the plaster statues of yesteryear, 
but without the breakage issues and extreme weight. Our statues are hand-painted in oils with 

bronze leaf decorative accents. We can even add glass eyes for striking realism. 

For three generations at Santa Teresita, our skilled artisans consistently create beautiful devotional statuary for churches, chapels, schools, 
hospitals, and private homes. From start to finish, each piece is produced in our studio in Peru, with careful attention to every detail. All of our 
statuary can be customized with colors and finishes to provide complete customer satisfaction. We can even provide a degree of alteration to 
our stock models. One of the hallmarks of Santa Teresita is our ability to provide custom statuary of almost any size. If a customer desires a 

particular statue with specific dimensions, from a simple photograph, Santa Teresita can create a one-of-a-kind masterpiece.

Santa Teresita
Creating Beautiful Quality Statuary with Fidelity and Integrity

50" St. Joseph 
the Worker

SJW50 
$000.00

50" St. Joseph  
extra rich
SJBJD50 
$000.00

60" St. Joseph 
the Worker

SJW60 
$000.00

62" St. Joseph 
with Child

SJBJ62 
$000.00

64" St. Joseph 
with Child

SJBJ64 
$000.00

72" St. Joseph
SJBJ72 

$000.00

32" St. Vincent de Paul
SVP32 

$000.00

60" St. Vincent de Paul
SVP60 

$000.00



Prices Subject 
to Change 3Custom Statues

Our Large Statues, 24” and higher, are made from a quality fiberglass/resin compound. They 
are lightweight, very durable, and capture all of the nuance of the plaster statues of yesteryear, 
but without the breakage issues and extreme weight. Our statues are hand-painted in oils with 

bronze leaf decorative accents. We can even add glass eyes for striking realism. 

For three generations at Santa Teresita, our skilled artisans consistently create beautiful devotional statuary for churches, chapels, schools, 
hospitals, and private homes. From start to finish, each piece is produced in our studio in Peru, with careful attention to every detail. All of our 
statuary can be customized with colors and finishes to provide complete customer satisfaction. We can even provide a degree of alteration to 
our stock models. One of the hallmarks of Santa Teresita is our ability to provide custom statuary of almost any size. If a customer desires a 

particular statue with specific dimensions, from a simple photograph, Santa Teresita can create a one-of-a-kind masterpiece.

Santa Teresita
Creating Beautiful Quality Statuary with Fidelity and Integrity

36" St. Jude
SJD36 

$000.00

42" St. Jude
SJD42 

$000.00

50" St. Jude
SJD50 

$000.00

60" St. Jude
SJD60 

$000.00

50" St. Rose
of Lima
SRL50 

$000.00

58" St. Rose
of Lima
SRL58 

$000.00

34" St. Therese
of Lima
STL34 

$000.00

34" St. Therese
(Shower of Roses)

STL34SR 
$000.00



Prices Subject 
to Change 4Custom Statues

Our Large Statues, 24” and higher, are made from a quality fiberglass/resin compound. They 
are lightweight, very durable, and capture all of the nuance of the plaster statues of yesteryear, 
but without the breakage issues and extreme weight. Our statues are hand-painted in oils with 

bronze leaf decorative accents. We can even add glass eyes for striking realism. 

For three generations at Santa Teresita, our skilled artisans consistently create beautiful devotional statuary for churches, chapels, schools, 
hospitals, and private homes. From start to finish, each piece is produced in our studio in Peru, with careful attention to every detail. All of our 
statuary can be customized with colors and finishes to provide complete customer satisfaction. We can even provide a degree of alteration to 
our stock models. One of the hallmarks of Santa Teresita is our ability to provide custom statuary of almost any size. If a customer desires a 

particular statue with specific dimensions, from a simple photograph, Santa Teresita can create a one-of-a-kind masterpiece.

Santa Teresita
Creating Beautiful Quality Statuary with Fidelity and Integrity

42" St. Therese
STL42 

$000.00

50" St. Therese
STL50 

$000.00

60" St. Therese
STL60 

$000.00 42" St. Francis
SFR42 

$000.00

50" St. Francis
SFR50 

$000.00

52" St. Francis
SFR52 

$000.00

72" St. Francis
SFR72 

$000.00

34" St. Anthony
SANT34 
$000.00



Prices Subject 
to Change 5Custom Statues

Our Large Statues, 24” and higher, are made from a quality fiberglass/resin compound. They 
are lightweight, very durable, and capture all of the nuance of the plaster statues of yesteryear, 
but without the breakage issues and extreme weight. Our statues are hand-painted in oils with 

bronze leaf decorative accents. We can even add glass eyes for striking realism. 

For three generations at Santa Teresita, our skilled artisans consistently create beautiful devotional statuary for churches, chapels, schools, 
hospitals, and private homes. From start to finish, each piece is produced in our studio in Peru, with careful attention to every detail. All of our 
statuary can be customized with colors and finishes to provide complete customer satisfaction. We can even provide a degree of alteration to 
our stock models. One of the hallmarks of Santa Teresita is our ability to provide custom statuary of almost any size. If a customer desires a 

particular statue with specific dimensions, from a simple photograph, Santa Teresita can create a one-of-a-kind masterpiece.

Santa Teresita
Creating Beautiful Quality Statuary with Fidelity and Integrity

42" St. Anthony
SANT42 
$000.00

55" St. Anthony
SANT55 
$000.00

32" St. Michael
SML32 
$000.00

32" St. Peregrine
SPR32 

$000.00 34" St. Martin de Porres
SMP34 
$000.00

50" St. Martin de Porres
SMP50 
$000.00

58" St. Martin de Porres
SMP58 
$000.00

60" St. Michael
(white)
SML60 
$000.00



Prices Subject 
to Change 6Custom Statues

Our Large Statues, 24” and higher, are made from a quality fiberglass/resin compound. They 
are lightweight, very durable, and capture all of the nuance of the plaster statues of yesteryear, 
but without the breakage issues and extreme weight. Our statues are hand-painted in oils with 

bronze leaf decorative accents. We can even add glass eyes for striking realism. 

For three generations at Santa Teresita, our skilled artisans consistently create beautiful devotional statuary for churches, chapels, schools, 
hospitals, and private homes. From start to finish, each piece is produced in our studio in Peru, with careful attention to every detail. All of our 
statuary can be customized with colors and finishes to provide complete customer satisfaction. We can even provide a degree of alteration to 
our stock models. One of the hallmarks of Santa Teresita is our ability to provide custom statuary of almost any size. If a customer desires a 

particular statue with specific dimensions, from a simple photograph, Santa Teresita can create a one-of-a-kind masterpiece.

Santa Teresita
Creating Beautiful Quality Statuary with Fidelity and Integrity

34" St. Clare
SC34 

$000.00

42" St. Clare
SC42 

$000.00

34" St. Dominic
SD34 

$000.00

34" St. Peter
SPT34 

$000.00

50" St. Peter
SPT50 

$000.00

36" St. Isidore
SIDR36 
$000.00

42" & 48" St. John
the Baptist

SJB42 
$000.00

SJB48 
$000.00

50" St. Padre Pio
PP50 

$000.00



Prices Subject 
to Change 7Custom Statues

Our Large Statues, 24” and higher, are made from a quality fiberglass/resin compound. They are lightweight, very durable, and capture all of the 
nuance of the plaster statues of yesteryear, but without the breakage issues and extreme weight. Our statues are hand-painted in oils 

with bronze leaf decorative accents. We can even add glass eyes for striking realism. 

For three generations at Santa Teresita, our skilled artisans consistently create beautiful devotional statuary for churches, chapels, schools, 
hospitals, and private homes. From start to finish, each piece is produced in our studio in Peru, with careful attention to every detail. All of our 
statuary can be customized with colors and finishes to provide complete customer satisfaction. We can even provide a degree of alteration to 
our stock models. One of the hallmarks of Santa Teresita is our ability to provide custom statuary of almost any size. If a customer desires a 

particular statue with specific dimensions, from a simple photograph, Santa Teresita can create a one-of-a-kind masterpiece.

Santa Teresita
Creating Beautiful Quality Statuary with Fidelity and Integrity

50" St. John Vianney
SJV50 

$000.00

50" St. Paul
SPL50 

$000.00

50" St. Thomas Aquinas
STA50 

$000.00

42" St. Dominic Savio
SDS42 

$000.00
41" Kneeling St. Bernadette

SB41 
$000.00

42" St. Aloysius
SAL42 

$000.00



Prices Subject 
to Change 8Custom Statues

Our Large Statues, 24” and higher, are made 
from a quality fiberglass/resin compound. 
They are lightweight, very durable, and 
capture all of the nuance of the plaster 
statues of yesteryear, but without the 

breakage issues and extreme weight. Our 
statues are hand-painted in oils with 

bronze leaf decorative accents. We can 
even add glass eyes for striking realism. 

For three generations at Santa Teresita, our skilled artisans consistently create beautiful devotional statuary for churches, chapels, schools, 
hospitals, and private homes. From start to finish, each piece is produced in our studio in Peru, with careful attention to every detail. All of our 
statuary can be customized with colors and finishes to provide complete customer satisfaction. We can even provide a degree of alteration to 
our stock models. One of the hallmarks of Santa Teresita is our ability to provide custom statuary of almost any size. If a customer desires a 

particular statue with specific dimensions, from a simple photograph, Santa Teresita can create a one-of-a-kind masterpiece.

Santa Teresita
Creating Beautiful Quality Statuary with Fidelity and Integrity

50" & 60" St. Anne
SAN50 
$000.00

SAN60 
$000.00

59" St. John Paul II
SJPII59 
$000.00

44" St. Mother Teresa
MT44 

$000.00

50" St. Mother Teresa
MT50 

$000.00



Prices Subject 
to Change 9Custom Statues

Our Large Statues, 24” and higher, are made from a quality fiberglass/resin compound. They 
are lightweight, very durable, and capture all of the nuance of the plaster statues of yesteryear, 
but without the breakage issues and extreme weight. Our statues are hand-painted in oils with 

bronze leaf decorative accents. We can even add glass eyes for striking realism. 

For three generations at Santa Teresita, our skilled artisans consistently create beautiful devotional statuary for churches, chapels, schools, 
hospitals, and private homes. From start to finish, each piece is produced in our studio in Peru, with careful attention to every detail. All of our 
statuary can be customized with colors and finishes to provide complete customer satisfaction. We can even provide a degree of alteration to 
our stock models. One of the hallmarks of Santa Teresita is our ability to provide custom statuary of almost any size. If a customer desires a 

particular statue with specific dimensions, from a simple photograph, Santa Teresita can create a one-of-a-kind masterpiece.

Santa Teresita
Creating Beautiful Quality Statuary with Fidelity and Integrity

42" O.L. 
of Mount Carmel

OLMC42 
$000.00

46" O.L. 
of Mount Carmel

OLMC46 
$000.00

50" O.L. 
of Mount Carmel

OLMC50 
$000.00

58" O.L. 
of Mount Carmel

OLMC58 
$000.00

60" O.L. 
of Mount Carmel

with Crown
OLMC60 
$000.00

34" Assumption
of Mary

OLA34D 
$000.00

34" & 50" Assumption
of Mary
OLA34 
$000.00

OLA50 
$000.00

34" O.L. of Lourdes
OLL34 
$000.00



Prices Subject 
to Change 10Custom Statues

Our Large Statues, 24” and higher, are made from a quality fiberglass/resin compound. They 
are lightweight, very durable, and capture all of the nuance of the plaster statues of yesteryear, 
but without the breakage issues and extreme weight. Our statues are hand-painted in oils with 

bronze leaf decorative accents. We can even add glass eyes for striking realism. 

For three generations at Santa Teresita, our skilled artisans consistently create beautiful devotional statuary for churches, chapels, schools, 
hospitals, and private homes. From start to finish, each piece is produced in our studio in Peru, with careful attention to every detail. All of our 
statuary can be customized with colors and finishes to provide complete customer satisfaction. We can even provide a degree of alteration to 
our stock models. One of the hallmarks of Santa Teresita is our ability to provide custom statuary of almost any size. If a customer desires a 

particular statue with specific dimensions, from a simple photograph, Santa Teresita can create a one-of-a-kind masterpiece.

Santa Teresita
Creating Beautiful Quality Statuary with Fidelity and Integrity

42" O.L. of Lourdes
OLL42 
$000.00

50" O.L. of Lourdes
OLL50 
$000.00

58" O.L. of Lourdes
OLL58 
$000.00

40" O.L. of Guadalupe
OLGL40 
$000.00

50" O.L. of Guadalupe
OLGL50 
$000.00

72" O.L. of Guadalupe
OLGL72 
$000.00

34" Immaculate
Heart of Mary

IHM34 
$000.00

40" & 50" Immaculate
Heart of Mary

IHM40 
$000.00

IHM50 
$000.00



Prices Subject 
to Change 11Custom Statues

Our Large Statues, 24” and higher, are made from a quality fiberglass/resin compound. They 
are lightweight, very durable, and capture all of the nuance of the plaster statues of yesteryear, 
but without the breakage issues and extreme weight. Our statues are hand-painted in oils with 

bronze leaf decorative accents. We can even add glass eyes for striking realism. 

For three generations at Santa Teresita, our skilled artisans consistently create beautiful devotional statuary for churches, chapels, schools, 
hospitals, and private homes. From start to finish, each piece is produced in our studio in Peru, with careful attention to every detail. All of our 
statuary can be customized with colors and finishes to provide complete customer satisfaction. We can even provide a degree of alteration to 
our stock models. One of the hallmarks of Santa Teresita is our ability to provide custom statuary of almost any size. If a customer desires a 

particular statue with specific dimensions, from a simple photograph, Santa Teresita can create a one-of-a-kind masterpiece.

Santa Teresita
Creating Beautiful Quality Statuary with Fidelity and Integrity

60” Immaculate
Heart of Mary

IHM60 
$000.00

34” O.L. of Grace
OLG34 
$000.00

40” O.L. of Grace
OLG40 
$000.00

42” O.L. of Grace
OLG42 
$000.00 50” O.L. of Grace

OLG50 
$000.00

58” O.L. of Grace
OLG58 
$000.00



Prices Subject 
to Change 12Custom Statues

Our Large Statues, 24” and higher, are made from a quality fiberglass/resin compound. They 
are lightweight, very durable, and capture all of the nuance of the plaster statues of yesteryear, 
but without the breakage issues and extreme weight. Our statues are hand-painted in oils with 

bronze leaf decorative accents. We can even add glass eyes for striking realism. 

For three generations at Santa Teresita, our skilled artisans consistently create beautiful devotional statuary for churches, chapels, schools, 
hospitals, and private homes. From start to finish, each piece is produced in our studio in Peru, with careful attention to every detail. All of our 
statuary can be customized with colors and finishes to provide complete customer satisfaction. We can even provide a degree of alteration to 
our stock models. One of the hallmarks of Santa Teresita is our ability to provide custom statuary of almost any size. If a customer desires a 

particular statue with specific dimensions, from a simple photograph, Santa Teresita can create a one-of-a-kind masterpiece.

Santa Teresita
Creating Beautiful Quality Statuary with Fidelity and Integrity

60” O.L. of Grace
(extra rich)
OLG60D 
$000.00

62” O.L. of Grace
OLG62 
$000.00

68” O.L. of Grace
OLG68 
$000.00

72” O.L. of Grace
OLG72 
$000.00

84” O.L. of Grace
OLG84 
$000.00 36” O.L. of Fatima

OLF36 
$000.00

40” O.L. of Fatima
OLF40 
$000.00

47” O.L. of Fatima
OLF47 
$000.00



Prices Subject 
to Change 14Custom Statues

Our Large Statues, 24” and higher, are made from a quality fiberglass/resin compound. They 
are lightweight, very durable, and capture all of the nuance of the plaster statues of yesteryear, 
but without the breakage issues and extreme weight. Our statues are hand-painted in oils with 

bronze leaf decorative accents. We can even add glass eyes for striking realism. 

For three generations at Santa Teresita, our skilled artisans consistently create beautiful devotional statuary for churches, chapels, schools, 
hospitals, and private homes. From start to finish, each piece is produced in our studio in Peru, with careful attention to every detail. All of our 
statuary can be customized with colors and finishes to provide complete customer satisfaction. We can even provide a degree of alteration to 
our stock models. One of the hallmarks of Santa Teresita is our ability to provide custom statuary of almost any size. If a customer desires a 

particular statue with specific dimensions, from a simple photograph, Santa Teresita can create a one-of-a-kind masterpiece.

Santa Teresita
Creating Beautiful Quality Statuary with Fidelity and Integrity

34” Sacred Heart
SHJ34 

$000.00

50” Good Shepard
GS50

$000.00

36” Divine Mercy
DM36 

$000.00

72” Divine Mercy
DM72 

$000.00

50” & 60” 
Resurrected Jesus

RJ50 
$000.00

RJ60 
$000.00

50” Sacred Heart
SHJ50 

$000.00

58” Sacred Heart
SHJ58 

$000.00

44”, 50”, 54” & 60” 
Sacred Heart Blessing

SHB44 
$000.00

SHB50 
$000.00

SHB54 
$000.00

SHB60 
$000.00



Prices Subject 
to Change 15Custom Statues

Our Large Statues, 24” and higher, are made from a quality fiberglass/
resin compound. They are lightweight, very durable, and capture all of the 

nuance of the plaster statues of yesteryear, but without the breakage issues 
and extreme weight. Our statues are hand-painted in oils with bronze leaf 

decorative accents. We can even add glass eyes for striking realism. 

For three generations at Santa Teresita, our skilled artisans consistently create beautiful devotional statuary for churches, chapels, schools, 
hospitals, and private homes. From start to finish, each piece is produced in our studio in Peru, with careful attention to every detail. All of our 
statuary can be customized with colors and finishes to provide complete customer satisfaction. We can even provide a degree of alteration to 
our stock models. One of the hallmarks of Santa Teresita is our ability to provide custom statuary of almost any size. If a customer desires a 

particular statue with specific dimensions, from a simple photograph, Santa Teresita can create a one-of-a-kind masterpiece.

Santa Teresita
Creating Beautiful Quality Statuary with Fidelity and Integrity

28” Divine Infant
DIF28 

$000.00

23” Infant of Prague
IP23 

$000.00

50” Holy Trinity
HT50 

$000.00



Prices Subject 
to Change 16Custom Statues

Our Large Statues, 24” and higher, are 
made from a quality fiberglass/resin 

compound. They are lightweight, very 
durable, and capture all of the nuance 
of the plaster statues of yesteryear, 
but without the breakage issues and 

extreme weight. Our statues are 
hand-painted in oils with bronze leaf 
decorative accents. We can even add 

glass eyes for striking realism. 

For three generations at Santa Teresita, our skilled artisans consistently create beautiful devotional statuary for churches, chapels, schools, 
hospitals, and private homes. From start to finish, each piece is produced in our studio in Peru, with careful attention to every detail. All of our 
statuary can be customized with colors and finishes to provide complete customer satisfaction. We can even provide a degree of alteration to 
our stock models. One of the hallmarks of Santa Teresita is our ability to provide custom statuary of almost any size. If a customer desires a 

particular statue with specific dimensions, from a simple photograph, Santa Teresita can create a one-of-a-kind masterpiece.

Santa Teresita
Creating Beautiful Quality Statuary with Fidelity and Integrity

48" Adoring Angels (size to the top of the head)
ADAG48 
$000.00

22" Adoring Angels
ADAG22 
$000.00

50" & 72" Holy Family
HF50

$000.00

HF72
$000.00

50" Holy Family
HF50SM 
$000.00



Prices Subject 
to Change 17Custom Statues

Our Large Statues, 24” and higher, are made from a quality fiberglass/resin compound. They 
are lightweight, very durable, and capture all of the nuance of the plaster statues of yesteryear, 
but without the breakage issues and extreme weight. Our statues are hand-painted in oils with 

bronze leaf decorative accents. We can even add glass eyes for striking realism. 

For three generations at Santa Teresita, our skilled artisans consistently create beautiful devotional statuary for churches, chapels, schools, 
hospitals, and private homes. From start to finish, each piece is produced in our studio in Peru, with careful attention to every detail. All of our 
statuary can be customized with colors and finishes to provide complete customer satisfaction. We can even provide a degree of alteration to 
our stock models. One of the hallmarks of Santa Teresita is our ability to provide custom statuary of almost any size. If a customer desires a 

particular statue with specific dimensions, from a simple photograph, Santa Teresita can create a one-of-a-kind masterpiece.

Santa Teresita
Creating Beautiful Quality Statuary with Fidelity and Integrity

43" Crucifix (Agony)
C1212-43A 

$000.00

74" Crucifix
C1274-A 
$000.00

84" Crucifix
C1284-D 
$000.00

115" Crucifix
C115-A 
$000.00

43" Crucifix (Dead)
C1214-43D 

$000.00

58" Crucifix
C58 

$000.00



Prices Subject 
to Change 18Stations of the Cross

Santa Teresita has created, and offers many beautiful sets of the Stations of the Cross in a variety of sizes and styles.
One in particular is our large, magnificent, hand-carved set! Other sets are made of our durable fiberglass/resin compound and can 

be completed in any of our finishes, i.e. full color hand painted in oils, white, antique stone, bronze, gold-leaf, etc.

Whether Stations for a small chapel, or a large Church, Santa Teresita will create and deliver Sacred art 
of the highest quality to inspire for generations.

Santa Teresita
Creating Beautiful Quality Statuary with Fidelity and Integrity

Stations Set #1
14.4” x 11.6”  

$000.00

Stations Set #2
10” x 10”  
$000.00

Stations Set #3
6.5” diameter   

$000.00

Stations Set #4
4” diameter   

$000.00

Stations Set #5
12.4” x 16.4”   

$000.00

Stations Set #6
41” x 20”   
$000.00

Stations Set #7
18” x 14.5”   

$000.00

Stations Set #8
20”   

$000.00

Stations Set #9
Hand Carved 41” x 20”   

$000.00



Prices Subject 
to Change 17Baby Jesus In Crib 

Our Large Statues, 24” and higher, are made from a 
quality fiberglass/resin compound. They are lightweight, 
very durable, and capture all of the nuance of the plaster 

statues of yesteryear, but without the breakage issues 
and extreme weight.

Our statues are hand-painted in oils with bronze leaf decorative 
accents. We can even add glass eyes for striking realism. Another 
unique capability of Santa Teresita is to create quality hand-carved 

statuary and Stations of the Cross from wood. 
(Please contact Dealer for information and pricing.)

For three generations at Santa Teresita, our skilled artisans consistently create beautiful devotional statuary for churches, chapels, schools, 
hospitals, and private homes. From start to finish, each piece is produced in our studio in Peru, with careful attention to every detail. All of our 
statuary can be customized with colors and finishes to provide complete customer satisfaction. We can even provide a degree of alteration to 
our stock models. One of the hallmarks of Santa Teresita is our ability to provide custom statuary of almost any size. If a customer desires a 

particular statue with specific dimensions, from a simple photograph, Santa Teresita can create a one-of-a-kind masterpiece. 

Santa Teresita
Creating Beautiful Quality Statuary with Fidelity and Integrity 

N1128 
10.8”  

$000.00

N1124 
8”  

$000.00

N1133 
13.6”  

$000.00

N1134 
14.4”  

$000.00

N1135 
20”  

$000.00

N1126
10”  

$000.00

N1130 
12”  

$000.00


